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Abstract

The Modernization of Undergraduate Education Program (PMG) in Brazil started in 2019 and it has 8-years long. This modernization program is supported by the Fulbright Commission in Brazil, the U.S. Embassy in Brasilia, and the Ministry of Education, through Brazilian Federal Agency for Support and Evaluation of Graduate Education (CAPES) and National Council of Education (CNE). Eight different engineering undergraduate programs were selected in this first edition aiming the modernization of the engineering education in Brazil. One of the program objectives is making a strong collaboration network between USA and Brazil looking for improvements in undergraduate programs in engineering education and the international tendencies in engineering areas. In order to succeed and to strengthen the internationalization of Brazilian universities, the PMG will provide the resources to the mobility of Brazilian and U.S. faculty and Brazilian Ph.D students. Other objectives aim to promote the entrepreneurship, creativity, and innovation skills among engineering students. We understand these are competencies required by the companies to sustain competitiveness and to innovate in the market in a constant transformation. By this way, engineering schools need to generate new syllabus aligned to competencies of the present and the future and to put the engineering student in a leading role in the learning process, applying active learning methodologies as project-based learning, gamification, flipped learning and so on. These methodologies with the support of modern and digital educational technologies will bring the smart education to our context. Then new facilities as smart classrooms and smart environments are needed to promote the active learning methodologies and to deliver to the Smart Society better engineers with the properly competencies. Although, the competencies and skills assessments are not easy tasks. Faculty members are encouraged and trained to apply innovative assessment methods and tools to evaluate competencies and skills instead only a set of contents. Nevertheless, it is necessary to work in partnership with different levels of higher education, with the Society, and with the productive sector to understand and update the engineering syllabus to fulfill the professional requirements. Much of this may conflict with the federal educational rules, but innovative actions are outcoming from de PMG, so the national regulations around the Brazilian engineering education must be updated if the Brazilian engineering wants to have a leading position. Each of eight of the undergraduate programs has initial results about their Institutional Modernization Projects (IMP) that are outcomes from the first two years of the PMG. Some IMPs are running new curricula in their universities and launching online and hybrid programs whereas other are implementing active learning methodologies in the new smart classrooms. The partnerships between U.S. and Brazilian universities are becoming stronger and many initiatives with the Society and the companies have been increased also. Many
workshops to exchange expertise in engineering education have been done in both local and international networking.
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